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free. (.Q: MATLAB GUI - How to get around auto-dispose? The Problem: Original source code: MATLAB_GUI_orig.m In the GUI, a button call Subfunction_A.m, and a text field call "A is called from:". Dispose of Subfunction_A's figure, called with "disp('Destroy all objects');". Close the GUI Launch MATLAB again, and the modified code would have text

box "A is called from:" is invisible, and the GUI cannot be called again. My Attempt: Dispose the GUI figure with this command, after calling Subfunction_A, the "A is called from:" will be visible. disp('Destroy all objects'); close(hFig); And I got this: So, how can I keep the GUI figure not be disposed? I'm using MAC 10.6.8 (which is Mac OS), MATLAB
R2009a (also try with 5.4 or 5.5), and some sample code can be downloaded from MATLAB_GUI_orig.m A: Use the second overload of close: close(hFig, 'DestroyAllObjects'); Alternatively, if you just want to close the MATLAB's figure window, do this: close(gcf); More info here. The Shaker community of Pleasant Hill was founded in 1824 as a religious

community following the Christian principles of the society, including communal living, worship, work, and worship. In particular, the Shakers were happy to welcome newcomers and actively supported their community through the purchase of property and housing. The Shaker factory was founded in 1854 and the entire community moved into the area. In the
1830s, Pleasant Hill had been home to a prosperous farmers’ market, and numerous brick buildings had already been erected. For the Shakers, the town with its rural surroundings 595f342e71
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